The paper studies the partial identifying power of structural single equation threshold crossing models for binary responses when explanatory variables may be endogenous. The paper derives the sharp identi…ed set of threshold functions for the case in which explanatory variables are discrete and provides a constructive proof of sharpness. There is special attention to a widely employed semiparametric shape restriction which requires the threshold crossing function to be a monotone function of a linear index involving the observable explanatory variables. It is shown that the restriction brings great computational bene…ts, allowing direct calculation of the identi…ed set of index coe¢ cients without calculating the nonparametrically speci…ed threshold function. With the restriction in place the methods of the paper can be applied to produce identi…ed sets in a class of binary response models with mis-measured explanatory variables.
Introduction
This paper gives new results on the identifying power of a single equation, limited information, instrumental variable (IV) model for a binary response in a structural econometric model that admits the possibility that explanatory variables are endogenous. The model involves a scalar continuously distributed latent variable U and a threshold crossing function p(X) which depends on a vector random variable X some of whose elements may be jointly dependently distributed with U .
In this threshold crossing model realizations of U exceeding p(X) lead to the outcome Y = 1; realizations less than or equal to p(X) lead to Y = 0. The marginal distribution of U is normalized uniform on the unit interval. Realizations of (Y; X; Z) are observed where Z is a list of instrumental variables excluded from the threshold crossing function. The structural latent variable U is independent of Z in the sense that Pr[U ujZ = z] is independent of z for all values u in the unit interval and for all values z in some support set Z. The model is partially identifying for the threshold crossing function p and for its parameters if semi-parametric or parametric restrictions are imposed. The identi…ed set can be topologically complex. In the discrete endogenous variable case it is the union of many convex sets but may not itself be convex, nor even connected.
The paper derives the sharp identi…ed set for the case in which endogenous variables are discrete and illustrates the identi…ed set in this case. The paper studies the impact of a very commonly imposed monotonicity restriction on the function p when there is an index restriction on the way in which explanatory variables X a¤ect the function. This shape restriction brings the substantial computational advantage that the identi…ed set for the index coe¢ cients can be obtained without calculating the identi…ed set of threshold crossing functions, p. One possible cause of endogeneity is mis-measurement of explanatory variables. It is shown how the methods of the paper can be applied to characterize identi…ed sets when there is additive measurement error and a monotone index restriction.
Alternative models built on conditional independence restrictions.
The leading alternative to the IV model of this paper is the widely used triangular equation system model that motivates the use of control function methods.
This model is studied in parametric contexts in Rivers and Vuong (1988) and Smith and Blundell (1986) and in semi-and non-parametric settings in, for example, Powell (2003, 2004) , Chesher (2003 Chesher ( , 2005 Chesher ( , 2007 , Vytlacil and Yildiz (2007) , Florens, Heckman, Meghir and Vytlacil (2008) , Imbens and Newey (2009) and Shaikh and Vytlacil (2011) . There are early examples of the use of control function methods in econometrics in Hausman (1978) and Heckman (1979) . There are commands in STATA 10 ( Statacorp (2007) ) and LIMDEP 9.0 (Greene (2007) ) to perform parametric probit control function estimation in triangular models for binary responses.
The triangular system control function model is attractive because under certain conditions it is point identifying. One requirement is that, in the absence of a fully parametric speci…cation such as employed in Heckman (1978) , the endogenous variables are determined by a structural function, X = g(Z; V ), in which there is a one-to-one mapping from latent variables, V , to the endogenous variables, X, at each value of the instrumental variables, Z. This ensures that there exists a single-valued control function g 1 (Z; X) which delivers the value of V that caused a particular value of X to arise for some value of Z. The restriction rules out cases in which there are discrete endogenous variables or V is high-dimensional such as arises when there is a random coe¢ cients model for X.
The control function model also requires that the latent variables (U; V ), be jointly distributed independently of the instrumental variables. This, along with triangularity, ensures that U and X are independent conditional on V . Blundell and Matzkin (2010) demonstrate that it is only under very special conditions that a nonlinear simultaneous equations model for the joint determination of Y and X satis…es the restrictions of the triangular system model.
Other types of conditional independence restrictions have been studied. For example Lewbel (2000) studies threshold crossing models for binary outcomes with an index restriction and the requirement that the unobservable is distributed inde-pendently of a continuously distributed explanatory variable (a "special regressor"), conditional on other explanatory and instrumental variables. The model is point identifying when the special regressor has large support. Magnac and Maurin (2007) replace the large support restriction with an alternative that delivers point identi…-cation and Magnac and Maurin (2008) relax the support restrictions on the special regressor and obtain a partially identifying model.
Bene…ts and costs of the IV approach.
A virtue of the IV model studied in this paper is that it is less restrictive than the triangular system model and it does not rely on knowledge of a special regressor. But the IV model is essentially incomplete in the sense that the model does not specify a structural function for the endogenous variables. As a result the model is generally partially identifying for certain structural features. 1 Inference obtained using the IV model is robust to failure of some of the conditional independence restrictions commonly employed in structural binary response models but the model does not deliver unambiguous information about some structural features.
The IV model is encompassing for some of the conditional independence based alternatives, for example the triangular system model and the special regressor model with instrument independence, 2 in the sense that the values of structural features which those models point identify are points in the sets identi…ed by the IV model.
The sets identi…ed by the IV model can be large. In this circumstance the restrictions of the conditional independence based models are extremely informative, and, in the context of the partially identifying IV model, not falsi…able. The results delivered in this paper open the door to calculations which expose the possible fragility of inferences based on point identifying conditional independence restrictions.
In some cases, even when the identi…ed sets delivered by the IV model are large they can deliver useful information about the structural threshold function. For example: it will always be possible to falsify the hypothesis that the threshold function is insensitive to variation in potentially endogenous explanatory variables; calculations reported here show that, even with relatively weak instruments, hypotheses about the monotonicity of structural threshold functions and the direction of dependence can be falsi…able.
1.3. Related results on IV models. Outer regions for threshold crossing functions in IV models for scalar ordered outcomes, of which the binary outcome model is a special case, were given in Chesher (2010) . The sharp identi…ed set for a threshold crossing function in a binary outcome model with a continuous endogenous variable was given in that paper.
This paper adds to these results by providing the sharp identi…ed set for the binary outcome model with discrete endogenous variables and giving a constructive proof of sharpness.
The paper explores the impact of particular restrictions available in the binary response model, namely that the threshold crossing function is a monotone function of a linear index function through which the explanatory variables act. This restriction is satis…ed in most of the parametric binary outcome models used in practice, for example the probit and logit models.
Other related papers are Chesher and Smolinski (in press ) which delivers the sharp identi…ed set and a constructive proof of sharpness in an IV scalar ordered outcome model with a binary endogenous variable and Chesher, Rosen and Smolinski (2010) which, using tools drawn from the theory of random sets, develops sharp identi…ed sets for random utility functions in multiple discrete choice models with instrumental variable restrictions. 
Here U is an unobserved scalar continuously distributed random variable and X is a vector random variable which may be jointly dependently distributed with U . The marginal distribution of U is normalized to be uniform on [0; 1]. There are instrumental (exogenous) variables arranged in a vector Z. The support of (U; X; Z) is [0; 1] X Z. The model excludes Z from the function p and imposes the restriction that U and Z are independently distributed in the sense that the conditional distribution of U given Z = z does not depend on z for values in the support set Z.
In what follows all probabilities are conditioned on values of Z so the instrumental variables can appear as arguments of the threshold-crossing function p. Of course for a model to deliver a non-trivial identi…ed set it will have to include some restriction on the impact of Z on p, for example restricting some elements of Z to be excluded from p. Z will appear as an argument of p when index restrictions are considered in Section 4.3 but for now, to simplify notation, the model will require all elements of Z to be excluded from p.
The identifying power of this single equation model is now considered. The question to be answered is: what can be known of the function p from knowledge of the probability distribution of Y and X given Z = z when z varies within the set Z and the data generating process satis…es the restrictions of the single equation IV model.
Identi…cation.
The single equation IV model, denoted M, is de…ned as follows.
Model M. Y is a binary random variable determined as follows:
where U is a continuously distributed scalar random variable normalized marginally U nif (0; 1) and independent of Z which is a list of instrumental variables excluded from the threshold-crossing function p and taking values in a set Z.
In this de…nition independence, denoted U k Z, signi…es that Pr[U 2 SjZ = z] is independent of z for all sets S [0; 1] and z 2 Z, allowing the possibility that Z is not a random variable. For example its values could be purposively chosen by an experimenter.
Consider a data generating structure S 0 fp 0 ; F 0 U jXZ ; F 0 XjZ g admitted by this model in which p 0 is a particular threshold-crossing function, F 0 U jXZ denotes a particular conditional distribution function for U given X given Z and F 0
XjZ is a particular conditional distribution function for X given Z.
To be admitted by the model M the distribution functions fF 0 U jXZ ; F 0 XjZ g, equivalently the distribution function F 0 U XjZ , must have associated with them marginal distributions for U given Z which respect the independence restriction and the uniform distribution normalization, that is: Let F 0 Y XjZ denote the joint distribution function of Y and X given Z generated by the structure S 0 . This is determined as follows.
indicate probabilities calculated with respect to these measures.
Observationally equivalent admissible structures, S , have threshold crossing functions p for which there exist distribution functions F U XjZ that respect the independence property and satisfy the following condition.
Let P 0 (Z) denote the identi…ed set of threshold crossing functions associated with F 0 Y XjZ and the set Z. It comprises all admissible functions p that satisfy (2). Theorem 1 gives a system of inequalities which is satis…ed by functions in the identi…ed set P 0 (Z).
Theorem 1
A structure S 0 admitted by the model M generates a distribution F 0 Y XjZ . If a function p is a threshold crossing function in a structure admitted by the model M and observationally equivalent to S 0 then p satis…es the inequalities (3) and (4) for all u and all z 2 Z.
Here subscripts "l"and "u"indicate respectively lower and upper bounding probability functions. The subscript "0"indicates that a function (c 0l or c 0u ) is calculated using the distribution functions F 0 Y XjZ generated by the structure S 0 . Because there is conditioning on Z = z Theorem 1 continues to hold when the threshold-crossing function p includes Z as an argument.
Proof of Theorem 1
It is …rst shown that, when p = p 0 , (3) and (4) hold for all u and all z 2 Z. Consider the inequality (3) with p = p 0 and probabilities conditional on X and Z. For all x such that p 0 (x) > u,
and for all x such that p 0 (x) u:
and so for all x there is the following inequality
Now consider the inequality (4) with p = p 0 . For all x such that u > p 0 (x),
and for all x such that u p 0 (x):
and so for all x there is the following inequality.
Taking expected value over X given Z = z on the left and right hand sides of (5) and (6) using the distribution function F 0 XjZ and exploiting the independence restriction U k Z and the uniform distribution normalization yields the inequalities (3) and (4) with p = p 0 .
The result of the Theorem now follows directly since, if some threshold crossing function p is an element of a structure observationally equivalent to S 0 then it generates the same probability measure as S 0 does, so (3) and (4) hold for all u and all z 2 Z with p = p .
Discussion. The functions c 0l and c 0u in (3) and (4) are non-decreasing in u and satisfy inequalities:
which hold for all functions p in the identi…ed set, all z 2 Z and u. The functions attain their lower and upper bounds as u approaches respectively 0 and 1. Examples are drawn in Section 4.2. The inequalities (3) and (4) hold for all z 2 Z so structural functions in the identi…ed set satisfy
for all u. The envelope functions c 0u (u; p) and c 0l (u; p) are non-decreasing functions of u and it follows from (7) that for all u and any admissible p:
the bounds being approached as u passes to 0 or 1. For all functions p in the identi…ed set c 0u (u; p) c 0l (u; p) for every u 2 [0; 1] but for functions p outside the identi…ed set violation of this inequality is possible. Structural equations for general discrete outcomes, Y = h(X; U ) with h monotone in scalar continuously distributed U and with U restricted to be distributed independently of instrumental variables Z and normalized U nif (0; 1) are studied in Chesher (2010) . It is shown there that structural functions in the identi…ed set associated with distributions F 0 Y XjZ and a set of instrumental values Z satisfy the system of inequalities
for all u and that this system de…nes the sharp identi…ed set of functions h when Y is binary and X is continuous. The binary outcome model studied here is a special case with h de…ned by (1). In the binary response case the lower bound in (9) can be expressed as follows.
Although the lower bounding probability here involves strong inequalities where (3) has weak inequalities the restrictions imposed by the two lower bounds are e¤ectively the same for discrete and continuous X. Chesher (2010) shows that (9) de…nes the sharp identi…ed set of functions h when Y is binary and X is continuous. In the next Section the analogous result for discrete X is provided and the relationship between (9) and the bounds (8) in the discrete X case is elucidated.
A restricted version of the model M may require the threshold-crossing function, p, to be a member of a parametric family of functions. Later the case in which p(x) has the probit form is considered. When there are parametric restrictions the inequalities (3) and (4) sharply de…ne the identi…ed set of values of parameters associated with the distribution F 0 Y XjZ and the model M. In the parametric case it may be possible to obtain a complete characterization of the identi…ed set but in general this is di¢ cult without further restriction. In econometric practice many of the parametric models that are used satisfy a "monotone index" restriction, requiring the threshold-crossing function to be a monotone function of a scalar index through which the explanatory variables act. Probit and logit models are leading examples.
The force of this semiparametric shape restriction is considered in Section 4. It leads to a result which allows visualization of identi…ed sets of nonparametrically speci…ed monotone structural functions and simple characterization of identi…ed sets of values of index coe¢ cients. The restriction also opens the way to an analysis of identi…cation when explanatory variables are measured with error.
3. Discrete Endogenous Variables 3.1. Identi…ed sets. The probability inequalities that appear in Theorem 1 are now given explicit representations for the case in which X is discrete and it is shown that in that case the inequalities of Theorem 1 de…ne the sharp identi…ed set for the threshold crossing function.
Some new notation is required. Let X have support X = fx 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x K g and for k 2 f1; : : : ; Kg de…ne k p(x k ), 0 0, K+1 1. De…ne f 1 ; : : : ; K g. For k 2 f1; : : : ; Kg de…ne conditional probabilities associated with the probability distributions F 0 Y XjZ as follows.
g are required to all be non-zero for all z 2 Z. 3 Adopt the convention that sums from 1 to 0 are zero, P 0 s=1 ( ) s 0. Theorem 2. For a structural function p, assign indexes to the elements in the support set X so that 1 2 K . The inequalities (3) and (4) 
8 k 2 f1; : : : ; Kg (10)
If more than one element in is equal to k then their associated values j (z) all contribute to the summations from 1 to k on the left hand side and from k to K on the right hand side.
Proof of Theorem 2. Consider a value u 2 [0; 1] and an index value k such that k 1 < u k . Considering the lower bounding probability (3), since fx : p(x) ug = fx 1 ; : : : ; x k 1 g ; u < k fx 1 ; : : : ;
Here 1[C] is 1 if the condition C is true and 0 otherwise. Considering the upper bounding probability (4), since
Setting u = k in (11) and (12) and substituting in the inequalities (3) and (4) delivers the inequalities (10).
All values of u in an interval ( k 1 ; k ] deliver just the k inequality in the sequence (10) and the union of the intervals obtained as k passes from 1 to K is (0; 1]. Setting u equal to zero in (11) and (12) does not deliver informative inequalities. Therefore evaluating the inequalities (11) and (12) at all u 2 [0; 1] delivers only the K inequalities (10).
The lower inequality in Chesher (2010) has strong inequalities:
whereas the inequality (3) has weak inequalities. When X varies continuously this has no practical consequence. When X is discrete there is for all u 2
and so for all u 2 ( k ; k+1 ] (13) implies
from which it follows that
which is the lower bounding inequality in (10). A consequence of Theorem 2 is that structural functions that show no variation with x cannot lie in the identi…ed set if Pr 0 [Y = 0jZ = z] varies at all as z varies in Z. This is so because if 1 = 2 = = K are equal, say to some value , then the left and the right hand sides of all the inequalities (10) are equal to
so the only vector that satis…es the inequalities has every element equal to 0 (z) = . If 0 (z) is not constant for variations of z in Z then there is no admissible constant value (recall there is the IV restriction excluding Z from the threshold crossing function) so threshold crossing functions p(x) which do not vary with x are not contained in the identi…ed set.
Systems of inequalities for di¤erent permutations of are obtained by exchange of indices in the inequalities of Theorem 2.
For each permutation the set of values of de…ned by the inequalities (10) is precisely the subset of the identi…ed set for the model M associated with the permutation. This is the subject of Theorem 3.
Theorem 3
Consider a value z 2 Z. For every sequence 1 2 K for which, at that value z, the system of inequalities (10) de…nes a non-empty set, there exists a distribution function F U jXZ (ujx; z) such that the following conditions hold for k 2 f1; : : : ; Kg.
Proper conditional distribution functions:
Observational equivalence:
A constructive proof of Theorem 3 is given in the Annex to the paper. Combining the result of Theorems 1 and 3 leads to Theorem 4.
Theorem 4
A structure S 0 admitted by the model M generates a distribution F 0 Y XjZ . De…ne the set of functionsP 0 (Z):
where c 0l (u; z; p) and c 0u (u; z; p) are de…ned in respectively equations (3) and (4). The setP 0 (Z) is the identi…ed set of threshold crossing functions, that isP 0 (Z) = P 0 (Z).
Proof of Theorem 4. Theorem 1 implies that all functions p in the identi…ed set satisfy c 0l (u; z; p) u c 0u (u; z; p)
for all u 2 [0; 1] and for each z 2 Z. Since only functions p that satisfy these inequalities for all z 2 Z at each value of u are in the identi…ed set, P 0 (Z) P 0 (Z). Theorem 3 states that for each z 2 Z and each function p that satis…es these inequalities there is a distribution function F U jXZ (ujx; z) which combined with F 0 XjZ (xjz) delivers the probability distribution F 0 Y XjZ (y; xjz). It follows that P 0 (Z) P 0 (Z) and combining results,P 0 (Z) = P 0 (Z).
Each admissible permutation of the elements of delivers a system of linear inequalities (10) that de…nes a convex subset of the unit K-cube. 5 In general there are up to K! permutations so the identi…ed set is the union of as many as K! convex sets. However in practice some of the component sets may be empty and shape restrictions can rule some permutations inadmissible. The next Section illustrates.
3.2. Illustration. In this Section identi…ed sets are visualized for a case in which discrete X has three points of support. There are then three structural features of interest: 1 p(x 1 ), 2 p(x 2 ) and 3 p(x 3 ). They take values in the unit 3-cube and identi…ed sets can be examined in perspective 3D graphical displays. De…ne f 1 ; 2 ; 3 g. The probability distributions for Y and X given Z used in this example are generated using Gaussian triangular structures as follows.
The instrumental variable Z takes values in the following set. Z = f 1:5; 1:0; 0:5; 0:0; +0:5; +1:0; +1:5g
The coe¢ cient b 1 is varied across the interval [0:15; 1:45], generating a sequence of graphs that show how the strength of the instrument a¤ects the identi…ed set. This structure is of the sort admitted by simultaneous equations model with dummy endogenous variable studied in Heckman (1978) . Heckman's (1978) model is parametric and Gaussian and is point identifying. In the absence of the fully parametric restriction the model would not be point identifying as the endogenous explanatory variable is not continuous as explained in Chesher (2005) where some partial identi…cation results are provided.
The structure is triangular and X is exogenous because the covariance of Gaussian W and V is zero. This information is not embodied in the single equation instrumental variable nonparametric model whose set identifying power is now studied. Figure 1 shows the identi…ed set when b 1 = 0:15. It is the union of 6 convex sets, one lying in each of the orthoschemes of the unit 3-cube. The orthoschemes of the unit cube are the six right tetrahedra each of which is a set of values of that satisfy a particular ordering, for example: 6
The orthoschemes have intersections only at their faces and along the ray of equality. For example the orthoschemes O 123 and O 213 have non-empty intersection f : 1 = 2 3 g. The set f : 1 = 2 = 3 g is the ray of equality. It is a subset of all the orthoschemes and is their common intersection.
In Figure 1 the instrument is very weak and the identi…ed set has elements in each of the six orthoschemes. Any ordering of the elements of could have produced the probability distributions used in the computations. In the structure generating the probabilities used in this exercise:
= f0:691; 0:500; 0:308g:
This point in the unit 3-cube is at the intersection of the three green rays that lie parallel to the axes in the various …gures.
The ray of equality which connects the points f0; 0; 0g and f1; 1; 1g is drawn brown. Notice that it does not intersect the identi…ed set at all. This is because the instrument, although weak, does a¤ect 0 (z) = Pr 0 [Y = 0jZ = z]. 7 At this value of the coe¢ cient on the instrumental variable the hypothesis that p(x) does not depend on x is falsi…able. The identi…ed set is not convex but it is connected.
In the structure generating Figure 2 , b 1 = 0:25 and this increase in value is su¢ cient to remove a set occupying one of the orthoschemes, speci…cally O 123 . At this value of the coe¢ cient on the instrumental variable the hypothesis that p(x) is monotone increasing is falsi…able. 8 The identi…ed set remains connected and has no intersection with the ray of equality.
Increasing i j k g: 7 See the discussion following the proof of Theorem 2 in Section 3.1. 8 In the structures generating the probabilities employed in this example p(x) is monotone decreasing so we expect the orthoscheme in which p is monotone increasing to be one of the …rst to go as the instrument is strengthened. ponents of the identi…ed set. With b 1 = 1:25 the volumes are very small and Figure 5 shows that the identi…ed set is again disconnected. With b 1 = 1:45 the identi…ed set becomes connected again, occupying only the orthoscheme O 321 . As Figure 6 shows the identi…ed set is now arranged on and very close to the ray connecting f0:691; 0:308; 0:308g and f0:691; 0:691; 0:308g and 1 and 3 are essentially point identi…ed by the model. The value of 2 remains set identi…ed and further increases in b 1 do nothing to alter this.
In this example allowing the set of instrumental values to cover the interval [ 1:5; +1:5] more densely fails to deliver point identi…cation of 2 . The parameters 1 and 3 are associated with extreme values of X and the approach to point identi…cation as b 1 increases is of the sort referred to as identi…cation at in…nity in for example Heckman (1990) . In the absence of a parametric speci…cation of p(x) this mechanism fails to deliver point identi…cation of 2 which is associated with a value of X in the interior of its support.
Many of the features of the identi…ed set seen in this example appear when X has more points of support. When X has K points of support lies in a unit K-cube and the identi…ed set is the union of up to K! convex sets, each lying in one of the K! orthoschemes of the unit K-cube. The identi…ed set may be disconnected and is generally not convex. The ray of equality does not intersect the identi…ed set if Pr 0 [Y = 0jZ = z] varies with z.
Monotonicity and index restrictions
Almost all parametric models for binary outcomes used in practice require the threshold crossing function to be a monotone function of an scalar index function of explanatory variables. Probit and logit models are leading examples. The impact of such a monotone index restriction in a semiparametric single equation IV model with endogenous explanatory variables is now considered First the case in which discrete or continuous X is scalar is considered. 9 The threshold function is speci…ed as p(x) with p strictly monotone in x. There is no restriction on the direction of the dependence on x although this is easy to incorporate. The identi…ed set of threshold functions is shown to comprise all monotone functions that lie between one of two pairs of bounding functions; one pair increasing, the other pair decreasing. These functions are shown to be simple functionals of the joint distribution of the binary outcome and the endogenous variable conditional on the instrumental variables.
When instruments are not strong the identi…ed set can contain both increasing and decreasing functions, but not functions that are insensitive to variations in x. In a sense then the identi…ed set of structural functions may not be connected. The results are illustrated using a probability measure generated by a Gaussian triangular system and the impact of imposing parametric restrictions is considered.
The identi…ed set of threshold functions is the intersection of sets determined by pairs of upper and lower bounding functions. Each distinct value of the instrumental variables generates a pair of bounds. The monotonicity restriction is falsi…able because for a particular probability distribution of (Y; X) given Z the bounding functions may intersect in which case there is no monotone threshold function in the IV model's identi…ed set.
Attention is then turned to models in which X may be a vector. Now Z is allowed to appear in the structural function, possibly subject to some exclusion restrictions. The models considered have threshold functions of the form p(X 0 + Z 0 ) with the function p monotone. The identi…ed set comprises a set of parameter values with each element of which is associated a set of monotone functions, p. For each value of ( ; ) in the identi…ed set, bounding functions are derived which de…ne the set of functions associated with ( ; ). Under the monotonicity restriction there is no need to consider particular alternative functions p when developing the identi…ed set of index coe¢ cients. This substantially simpli…es the computation and estimation of that identi…ed set.
4.1. Monotone threshold functions with scalar X. Let X be scalar and let p 1 denote the inverse function of p. 10 If the threshold function is restricted to be monotone then:
so the inequalities (3) and (4) can be written as follows.
Evaluating any of these functions at u = p( ) with 2 X has the e¤ect of moving the threshold function out of the bounding function. For example and restrict increasing p to be càdlàg and decreasing p to be càglàd.
and there are therefore the following inequalities which are satis…ed under the monotonicity restriction for all 2 X and z 2 Z by all functions p in the identi…ed set, and only by these functions..
Decreasing p.
It is very convenient to have the threshold-crossing function outside the bounding functions because the functions can be derived or estimated just once and then compared with any candidate threshold function. This brings a computational advantage because in many cases calculating the probabilities that appear in the inequalities requires numerical integration which would be prohibitively expensive if it were done for every candidate function p.
De…ne envelope functions as follows.
The arguments set out above lead to the following Theorem.
Theorem 4. In the model M let the threshold crossing function p be a monotone function of a scalar argument. The identi…ed set of threshold functions is the union of two sets of functions as follows.
One of these sets may be empty and this will tend to happen when instruments are strong with rich support as illustrated shortly. Prior restrictions may eliminate one of the sets by restricting the threshold function to be, say, increasing.
If a model further restricts p to lie in a parametric family then only parameter values leading to functions in the family that lie within the union of the sets just de…ned fall in the identi…ed set of parameter values. Parametric probit restrictions are considered shortly in an illustrative example.
The functions d 
and that.
The bounding functions are illustrated in the next Section.
4.2. Illustration. These results are illustrated using probability measures generated by a triangular Gaussian structure which satis…es the restrictions of the single equation IV model. The structural function for binary Y has a probit form with an endogenous explanatory variable. This choice makes the calculation of the bounding functions easy, it highlights the relative power of the control function model which would be point identifying in this case, and it places us in familiar applied econometrics territory. 11 The structure has binary Y recording whether Y is positive. Latent Y and X are generated by structures with linear equations and jointly Gaussian latent variables.
The joint distribution of Y and X given Z = z is N ( (z); ). The probabilities that appear in the inequalities (19) -(22) are bivariate normal orthant probabilities. 12 The threshold function for the structures employed in this example is p(x) = ( a 0 a 1 x) where is the standard normal distribution function. The identifying power of the following nonparametric model is considered.
Graphs show the bounding functions (19) - (22) varying with for 10 values of the instrument z equally spaced in [ 1; 1]. The functions are calculated using the probability measure generated by Gaussian triangular structures de…ned above with the parameter values as shown in the …rst row of Table 1 . At these parameter values the structural threshold function is the standard normal distribution function.
In Figure 7 the value of b 1 , the coe¢ cient on the instrumental variable in the equation for endogenous X, is 0:3. The upper pane shows the increasing bounding 1 1 This structure with its linear equations and Gaussian latent variables is of the sort admitted by the triangular model underlying STATA's ivprobit command; see Statacorp (2007) . The ML version of that command uses the Gaussian speci…cation employed in this illustration.
1 2 The function pmvnorm in the mvtnorm package of R (R Core Development Team (2011)) is used. functions (19) - (20); the lower pane shows the decreasing functions (21) - (22). The envelope bounding functions (23) and (24) are obtained at each value of as the maximum of the lower bounding functions and the minimum of the upper bounding functions. They are drawn as dashed red lines. The identi…ed set of structural threshold functions comprises all increasing functions which pass between the upper and lower envelope bounding functions in the upper pane and all decreasing functions that pass between the upper and lower envelope bounding functions in the lower pane.
The structural threshold function in the Gaussian triangular structure used to generate the probability measure employed in these calculations, is the increasing dashed line passing between the upper and lower bounding functions in the upper pane. Any monotone increasing (decreasing) function passing between the red dashed lines in the upper (lower) pane in Figure 7 , together with a suitable chosen (typically non-Gaussian) distribution for U and X given Z = z 2 Z also generates the same probability measure.
When the power of the instrument is increased by setting the parameter b 1 = 0:4 the identi…ed set is reduced as shown in Figure 8 . The envelope bounding functions in the lower pane now intersect and no decreasing function can pass between these functions. The instrument is now su¢ ciently strong to eliminate all monotone decreasing functions from the identi…ed set.
For Figure 9 the coe¢ cient b 1 is reset to its Figure 7 value, 0:3, and the strength of the instrument is increased by drastically raising its predictive power, a situation achieved by reducing s vv tenfold, from 1 to 0:1, while reducing s wv to 0:05 so that the correlation between W and V is unchanged at 0:25. This strengthening of the instrument also serves to remove decreasing functions from the identi…ed set and produces a noticeable narrowing of the bounds around increasing functions but the situation is still a long way from point identi…cation even with this small value of s vv . When this nonparametric model is augmented with parametric restrictions the identi…ed set is reduced to the subset of the identi…ed set of nonparametric functions containing only those functions that are members of the family of functions speci…ed in the parametric model. To illustrate, consider the identifying power of the following parametric probit model,
when Y and X are determined by the structure used to produce Figure 7 for which the parameter values are given in the …rst row of Table 1 . At these parameter values the structural threshold-crossing function is (x) corresponding to a negative value 1 = 1 in the parameterization used here. Figure 10 redraws Figure 7 and superimposes some of the probit functions that lie in the identi…ed set. In the upper pane monotone increasing functions ( 1 < 0) are drawn. Functions drawn in violet, black and green have intercept term 0 equal to respectively 0:4, 0 and +0:4. In the lower pane, which shows decreasing functions ( 1 > 0), only functions with 0 = 0 are shown.
The identi…ed set of parameter values comprises the set of values of ( 0 ; 1 ) which deliver functions ( 0 1 X) that lie between the envelope upper and lower bounding functions graphed (red dashed) in Figure 7 . These identi…ed sets are drawn in Figure 11 which shows two cases. The light blue coloured region in the lower part of the …gure is the identi…ed set for the parameter settings in row 2 of Table 1 . Here the coe¢ cient on the instrumental variable in the equation for endogenous X is b 1 = 0:4 for which the bounding functions are shown in Figure 8 . On reducing b 1 to 0:3, the value used to generate Figure 10 , the identi…ed set expands by the amount coloured dark blue and it becomes disconnected with a small region in the upper part of the Figure where 1 > 0.
4.3. Monotone index restriction. Now consider models in which there is a monotone index restriction, namely that for all values, x and z, of X and Z the threshold crossing function can be written as p( 0 x + 0 z) for some constant …nite dimensional vectors and , where p is a monotone function. X can be non-scalar and Z is allowed to appear in the threshold function. The monotone index binary outcome IV model is as follows.
There will typically be a restriction excluding some components of Z from the index. There will also be a normalization; for example one might set equal to 1 an element of or corresponding to a variable whose coe¢ cient is restricted to be non-zero. Consider a threshold function p( 0 x+ 0 z) which lies in the identi…ed set associated with a structure S 0 that delivers conditional distributions F 0 Y XjZ for values of Z in the support set Z. As before let Pr 0 indicate probabilities calculated using these measures.
Analogous to (15) and (16) there is, for increasing p:
with inequalities reversed in the de…nitions of events when p is decreasing. Continuing along the lines taken in Section 4.1 there is, on substituting u = p( ), the following inequalities.
A threshold crossing function, characterized by (p; ; ) with monotone p lies in the identi…ed set if and only if one of these pairs of inequalities holds at each 2 X for all z 2 Z. At each value of it is the largest and smallest values of the respectively lower and upper bounding probabilities that are relevant. De…ning envelope functions:
there are the following inequalities:
which, under the monotone index restriction, hold for all 2 X and all, and only, structural functions (p; ; ) in the identi…ed set. The identi…ed set I 0 associated with a structure S 0 comprises all (p; ; ) with monotone p for which one of the inequalities (34) and (35) hold for all 2 X .
The identi…ed set can be characterized as follows. There are two coupled components: a set of values of the …nite dimensional parameters, and , denoted I 0 and for each element of this set, a non-empty set of monotone functions I p 0 ( ; ). This set of monotone functions is the union of two sets:
, containing no decreasing functions, the other, A # 0 ( ; ) containing no increasing functions. These sets of functions are de…ned as follows.
One, but not both of these sets may be empty.
Considering the inequalities (4.3), the functions d " 0l and d " 0u are increasing functions of so there is at least one increasing function p satisfying these inequalities for all if and only if there is no value of at which the functions intersect. 13 Similarly there is at least one decreasing function p satisfying the inequalities (35) if and only if there is no value of at which the bounding functions in (35) intersect.
The arguments set out above lead to the following theorem.
Theorem 5. In the model M let the threshold crossing function p be a monotone function of a scalar index 0 X + 0 Z. The identi…ed set of values of ( ; ) is the union of two sets of values as follows.
Associated with each element ( ; ) 2 I 0 there is an identi…ed set of monotone functions p, the union of two sets as follows.
The monotonicity restriction delivers big computational bene…ts because it allows the identi…ed set of index coe¢ cient values to be characterized without calculating the identi…ed set of threshold crossing functions.
4.4. Illustration: speci…cation. The probability measures used in this illustration are, as earlier, generated by triangular structures with one endogenous variable.
There are two exogenous variables, Z = (Z 1 ; Z 2 ) and Z 1 is excluded from the structural function for Y . The coe¢ cient on the included exogenous variable, Z 2 is normalized to -1. There is
where U (W ) U nif (0; 1) and so the structural function determining Y is
while the semiparametric model whose identifying power is considered has the following restrictions.
To calculate the identi…ed set the joint distribution of Y and 1 X given Z = (z 1 ; z 2 ) is required. Here 1 is a trial value for inclusion in the identi…ed set I 0 . The distribution is N ( ; ) with parameters as follows. The parameter values used in the illustrative calculations are as follows.
The coe¢ cient b 2 is zero, so in this illustration X is uncorrelated with Z 2 . The variable Z 2 e¤ectively provides a scale against which the impact of endogenous X on the index is measured. If Z 2 were not present, for example because it exhibited no variation at all or because d 2 were actually zero, then the model would not have any identifying power for 1 without further restriction on the threshold function. This suggests that identi…ed sets will be smaller when Z 2 exhibits more variation.
In the structures and at the parameter values employed in this illustration the structural threshold function p( 1 X + Z 2 ) is (X + Z 2 ). So the probability distributions used in this exercise are generated by a monotone increasing threshold function with 1 taking the value 1. 4.5. Illustration: results. The identi…ed sets are shown in Table 2 . For small values of b 1 (the value of the coe¢ cient on Z 1 in the equation for endogenous X) the identi…ed sets are not connected -there is an interval containing negative values of 1 and an interval containing positive values, including of course the value 1 = 1. Intervals containing negative, respectively positive, values are associated with only monotone decreasing, respectively increasing threshold functions.
The value 1 = 0 and values close to zero do not lie in the identi…ed set. This is because in the structure that generates the probability measure in this illustration the distribution of the outcome Y conditional on Z does depend on the value of Z.
For values of b 1 larger than around 0:2 the identi…ed set is connected, containing only positive values of 1 , associated with monotone increasing threshold functions. The size of the identi…ed set decreases as the value of b 1 increases. That reduction reduces as b 1 increases. Substantial further reductions in the size of the identi…ed set can only be achieved by increasing the predictive power of the instrument, that is by reducing s vv . As anticipated, identi…ed sets are smaller when the range of Z 2 , the exogenous variable in the index in the structural equation, is large.
Concluding remarks
An incomplete single equation IV threshold crossing model for a binary response is generally partially, not point, identifying for the threshold function even when the function is parametrically restricted. In this paper sharp identi…ed sets have been characterized for the case in which endogenous variables are discrete and a constructive proof of sharpness has been provided.
Most parametric models for binary outcomes satisfy a monotone index restriction under which the threshold function is a monotone function of a linear index constructed from explanatory variables. It has been shown that in a semiparametric model this shape restriction considerably simpli…es the characterization of the identi…ed set, leading to substantial computational bene…ts. In particular the identi…ed set of index coe¢ cients can be obtained without calculating the set of threshold crossing functions, placing semiparametric IV estimation of index coe¢ cients in binary response models on the same computational footing as obtains in parametric IV estimation.
The results of this paper can be used to develop identi…ed sets in monotone index binary response models with mis-measured explanatory variables. Consider a threshold crossing model with a monotone index restriction as in Section 4.3:
and suppose thatX X + V is observed in place of X where V is measurement error and (U; V ) and Z are independently distributed. Considering the case in which p is increasing, de…ne W p 1 (U ) + 0 V , let q( ) denote the distribution function of W and de…neŨ q(W ) which is uniformly distributed on [0; 1].
Written in terms ofŨ ,X and q the model for Y with measurement error and observableX is then:
which is identical to the original monotone index model for Y with unobserved X except that the threshold function is now q rather than the original p and X is replaced by the observedX. 14 The analysis of Section 4.3 applies and delivers the sharp identi…ed set for ( ; ). In some applications the endogeneity of the observed explanatory variable may arise only because of measurement error. The analysis of this paper applies then and also when there is additionally endogeneity in the unobserved error free explanatory variables. The monotone index restriction applies in many parametric models for non-binary ordered outcomes, for example ordered probit models and many count data models. in which the threshold function is p m (x) and the methods of this paper apply to each of these models. With semiparametric or parametric restrictions there may be common parameters in the M 1 threshold crossing functions and there may be monotone index restrictions. The identi…ed sets developed using the methods of this paper can be intersected to deliver outer regions. Sharp set identi…cation would require simultaneous consideration of the M 1 binary responses which are all driven by a common latent variable but the monotone index restriction would not be so easy to bring into play in such an analysis. The outer regions obtained using the methods of this paper could be useful in their own right or as a step on the way to calculating the sharp identi…ed set.
When the predictive power of instrumental variables for the endogenous variable is not great, the identi…ed sets delivered by the IV model can be large. In this situation the identifying power of the additional restrictions embodied in the triangular model that motivates control function estimation or in special regressor restrictions is very substantial. This is all to the good if those restrictions are plausible in the application being considered. But if there is doubt about their validity then it is prudent to consider the sets identi…ed by the single equation IV model studied here. Even when the IV model's identi…ed sets are large they can carry useful information about the direction of dependence of the response on potentially endogenous explanatory variables.
1 4 If p is monotone decreasing then q(
Annex: Proof of Theorem 3
Theorem 3 is proved by constructing a conditional distribution function with the required properties. 15 The construction is done for a representative value z 2 Z and a particular permutation of = f k g K k=1 . Without loss of generality it is assumed that indices are assigned to the elements of X so that 1 2 K . Assume the system of inequalities associated with this permutation given in equation (10) holds. 16 De…ne 0 0 and K+1 1.
The notation is simpli…ed in two respects. First the superscript "0" which indicates a probability calculated using the probability distributions F 0 Y XjZ delivered by a structure S 0 is omitted. Second, dependence of various conditional probabilities on z is not made explicit in the notation. Thus 0 k (z) is written as k and 0 k (z) is written as k .
De…ne
For all k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; K + 1g de…ne:
and note that~ k +^ k = k and that the inequalities (10) imply the following inequality.
and [ j^ kj ] with elements (which depend on z) de…ned recursively for each k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; K + 1g as follows as j ascends through the sequence f1; : : : ; Kg.
De…ne the required conditional distribution function at u = k for k 2 f0; 1; : : : ; K+ 1g as:
which implies 17 F U jXZ (0jx j ; z) = 0, F U jXZ (1jx j ; z) = 1. The distribution function is endowed with non-decreasing line segments between each successive distinct pair of 1 5 The construction builds on a suggestion of Martin Cripps. 1 6 The systems of inequalities associated with other permutations of are obtained simply by exchange of indices.
1 7 Since 0 0,~ 0 =^ 0 = 0, so~ 0j = 0 and^ 0j = 0 for all j which yields F U jXZ (0jxj; z) = 0. elements in . 18 Before proceeding with the proof it is helpful to describe the resulting arrays of conditional distribution function values.
For each value of k, as j increases, j~ kj is assigned the value j j until a value of j is reached such that~ k P j 1 s=1 s s j j . This the value of j such that k P j s=1 s s 0. At this value of j, denotedj(k), j~ kj is assigned the valuẽ k P j 1 s=1 s s which equals~ k P j 1 s=1 s~ ks and values of j~ kj for larger values of j are assigned the value zero. The result is that P K s=1 s~ ks =~ k . The functioñ j(k) has the following representation.
Since the~ k 's are a non-decreasing sequencej(k) is a non-decreasing function of k. It is shown below that for all j the sequence f j~ kj g K k=1 is non-decreasing. For each value of k, as j increases, j^ kj is assigned the value j (1 j ) until a value of j is reached such that^ k P j 1 s=1 s^ ks j (1 j ). This is the value of j such that^ k P j s=1 s (1 s ) 0. At this value of j, denoted b j(k), j^ kj is assigned the value^ k P j 1 s=1 s (1 s ) which equals^ k P j 1 s=1 s^ ks and values of j^ kj for larger values of j are assigned the value zero. The result is that P K s=1 s^ ks =^ k . The function b j(k) has the following representation.
Since the^ k 's are a non-decreasing sequence b j(k) is a non-decreasing function of k. At low values of k the value of^ k can be zero in which case b j(k) = 0 and every element in f j^ kj g K j=1 is zero. It is shown below that for all j the sequence f j^ kj g K k=1 is non-decreasing.
Here is an example -a case in which K = 5 with f j g K j=1 , f j g K j=1 (for some value of z) and f j g K j=1 take the following values. Since K+1 = 1,~ K+1 = and^ K+1 = 1 , so for all j,~ K+1j = j and^ K+1j = 1 j which yields F U jXZ (1jxj; z) = 1. 1 8 Linear segments will deliver piecewise uniform conditional distributions of U given X and Z.
There remains only the possibility that j =j(k). In this case j~ kj =~ k P j 1 s=1 s s j j .
-If j <j(k + 1) then j~ k+1j = j j and j~ kj j~ k+1j . -Otherwise j =j(k + 1) and j~ k+1j =~ k+1 P j 1 s=1 s s and since~ k+1 ~ k there is j~ kj j~ k+1j .
It is now shown that for all j and k, j^ kj j^ k+1j . Again use is made of the fact that b j(k) is a non-decreasing function of k.
If j < b j(k) then j < b j(k + 1) so j^ kj = j^ k+1j = j (1 j ).
If j > b j(k) then j^ kj = 0 and, since all elements of the array [^ ij ] are nonnegative, j^ kj j^ k+1j .
There remains only the possibility that j = b j(k). In this case j^ kj =^ k P j 1 s=1 s (1 s ) j (1 j ).
-If j < b j(k + 1) then j^ k+1j = j (1 j ) and j^ kj j^ k+1j . -Otherwise j = b j(k + 1) and j^ k+1j =~ k+1 P j 1 s=1 s (1 s ) and sincê k+1 ^ k there is j^ kj j^ k+1j .
Independence
It was noted above that, for all k:
j^ kj =^ k from which it follows that for all k:
as required.
Observational equivalence
The observational equivalence property holds if, for all k:
k~ kk + k^ kk = k k :
The inequalities (10) can be written as follows.
There are two cases to consider. Figures 1 and 2) . The set of decreasing functions (lower pane) is empty. Figure 11 : Identi…ed sets for a parametric probit model for the structure set out in the …rst row of Table 1 with b 1 = 0:3 (dark blue) and b 1 = 0:4 (light blue)
